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1.

INTRODUCTION

Many analytics workloads process data stored in unstructured or
semi-structured formats, including JSON, XML, or binary formats
such as Avro and Parquet [6, 45]. Rather than loading datasets in
these formats into a DBMS, researchers have proposed techniques [3,
33–36, 44] for executing queries in situ over the raw data directly.
A key bottleneck in querying raw data is parsing the data itself.
Parsers—especially for human-readable formats such as JSON—are
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Exploratory big data applications often run on raw unstructured or
semi-structured data formats, such as JSON files or text logs. These
applications can spend 80–90% of their execution time parsing the
data. In this paper, we propose a new approach for reducing this
overhead: apply filters on the data’s raw bytestream before parsing.
This technique, which we call raw filtering, leverages the features of
modern hardware and the high selectivity of queries found in many
exploratory applications. With raw filtering, a user-specified query
predicate is compiled into a set of filtering primitives called raw
filters (RFs). RFs are fast, SIMD-based operators that occasionally
yield false positives, but never false negatives. We combine multiple RFs into an RF cascade to decrease the false positive rate and
maximize parsing throughput. Because the best RF cascade is datadependent, we propose an optimizer that dynamically selects the
combination of RFs with the best expected throughput, achieving
within 10% of the global optimum cascade while adding less than
1.2% overhead. We implement these techniques in a system called
Sparser, which automatically manages a parsing cascade given a
data stream in a supported format (e.g., JSON, Avro, Parquet) and a
user query. We show that many real-world applications are highly selective and benefit from Sparser. Across diverse workloads, Sparser
accelerates state-of-the-art parsers such as Mison by up to 22× and
improves end-to-end application performance by up to 9×.
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Figure 1: CDF of selectivities from (1) Spark SQL queries on
Databricks that read JSON or CSV data, and (2) researchers’ queries
over JSON data on the Censys search engine [25]. Both sets of
queries are highly selective.

typically expensive because they rely on state-machine-based algorithms that execute a series of instructions per byte of input [18, 49].
In contrast, modern CPUs are optimized for operations on multiple
bytes in parallel (e.g., SIMD). In response, researchers have recently developed new parsing methods that utilize modern hardware
more effectively [36, 41]. One such example is the Mison JSON
parser [36], which uses SIMD instructions to find special characters
such as brackets and colons to build a structural index over a raw
JSON string, enabling efficient field projection without deserializing
the record completely. This approach delivers substantial speedups:
we found that Mison can parse highly nested in-memory data at over
2GB/s per core, over 5× faster than RapidJSON [49], the fastest traditional state-machine-based parser available [32]. Even with these
new techniques, however, we still observe a large memory-compute
performance gap: a single core can scan a raw bytestream of JSON
data 10× faster than Mison parses it. Perhaps surprisingly, similar gaps can even occur when parsing binary formats that require
byte-level processing, such as Avro and Parquet.
In this work, we accelerate raw data processing by exploiting a key
property of many exploratory analytics workloads: high selectivity.
Figure 1 illustrates this, showing query selectivity from two cloud
services: profiling metadata about Spark SQL queries on Databricks’
cloud service that read JSON or CSV data, and researchers’ queries
over Censys [25], a public search engine of Internet port scan data
broadly used in the security community. 40% of the Spark queries
select less than 20% of records, while the median Censys query
selects only 0.001% of the records for further processing.
We propose raw filtering, a new approach that leverages modern
hardware and high query selectivity to filter data before parsing it.
Raw filtering uses a set of filtering primitives called raw filters (RFs),
which are operators derived from a query predicate that filter records
by inspecting a raw bytestream of data, such as UTF-8 strings for
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JSON or encoded binary buffers for Avro or Parquet. Rather than
parsing records and evaluating query predicates exactly, RFs filter
records by evaluating a format-agnostic filtering function over raw
bytes with some false positives, but no false negatives.
To decrease the false positive rate, we can use an optimizer to
compose multiple RFs into an RF cascade that incrementally filters
the data. A full format-specific parser (e.g., Mison) then parses and
verifies any remaining records. Raw filtering is thus complementary
to existing work on fast projection [15, 23, 24, 28, 36]. With a welloptimized RF cascade, we show that raw filtering can accelerate
even state-of-the-art parsers by up to 22× on selective queries.
Because RFs can produce false positives and still require running
a full parser on the records that pass them, two key challenges arise
in utilizing raw filtering efficiently. First, the RFs themselves have
to be highly efficient, allowing us to run them without impacting
overall parsing time. Second, the RF cascade optimizer must quickly
find efficient cascades, which is challenging because the space of
possible cascades is combinatorial, the passthrough rates of different
RFs are not independent, and the optimizer itself must not add high
overhead. We discuss how we tackle these two challenges in turn.
Challenge 1: Designing Efficient Raw Filters. The first challenge
is ensuring that RFs are hardware-efficient. Since RFs produce false
positives, an inefficient design for these operators could increase
total query execution time by adding the overhead of applying RFs
without discarding many records. To address this challenge, we
propose a set of SIMD-enabled RFs that process multiple bytes of
input data per instruction. For example, the substring search RF
searches for a byte sequence in raw data that indicates whether a
record could pass a predicate. Consider evaluating the predicate name
= "Albert Einstein" over JSON data. The substring RF could
search over the raw data for the substring "Albe", which fits in an
AVX2 SIMD vector lane and allows searching 32 bytes in parallel.
This is a valid RF that only produces false positives, because the
string "Albe" must appear in any JSON record that satisfies the
predicate. Without fully parsing the record, however, the RF may
find cases where the substring comes from a different string (e.g.,
"Albert Camus") or from the wrong field (e.g., friend = "Albert
Einstein"). Likewise, a key-value search RF extends substring
search to look for key-value pairs in the raw data (e.g., a JSON key
and its value). While designing for hardware efficiency imposes
some limitations on the predicates we can convert to RFs, our RFs
can be applied to many queries in diverse workloads, and can stream
through data 100× faster than existing parsers.
Challenge 2: Choosing an RF Cascade. The second challenge is
selecting the RF cascade that produces the highest expected parsing
throughput, i.e., determining which RFs to include, how many to
include, and what order to apply them in. The performance of each
RF cascade depends on its execution cost, its false positive rate, and
the execution cost of running the full parser. Unfortunately, determining these metrics is difficult because they are data-dependent
and the passthrough rates of individual RFs in the cascade can be
highly correlated with one another. For example, a cascade with
a single substring RF "Albe" may not benefit from an additional
substring RF "Eins": whatever records match "Albe" are likely to
match "Eins" as well. In our evaluation, we show that modeling this
interdependence between RFs is critical for performance, and can
make a 2.5× difference compared to classical methods for predicate
ordering that assume independence [9].
To address this challenge, we propose a fast optimizer that uses
SIMD to efficiently select a cascade while also accounting for RF
interdependence. Our optimizer periodically takes a sample of
the data stream and estimates the individual passthrough rates and
execution costs of the valid RFs for the query on it. It stores the

result of each RF on the sample records in a bitmap that allows us to
rapidly compute the passthrough rate for any cascade of RFs using
SIMD bitwise operators. With this approach, the optimizer can
efficiently search through a large space of cascades and pick the one
with the best expected throughput. We show that choosing the right
cascade can make a 10× difference in performance, and that our
optimizer only adds 1.2% overhead. We also show that updating the
RF cascade periodically while processing the input data can make a
25× difference in execution time due to changing data properties.
Summary of Results. We evaluate raw filtering in a system called
Sparser, which implements the SIMD RFs and optimizer described
above. Sparser takes a user query predicate and a raw bytestream as
input and returns a filtered bytestream to a downstream query engine.
Our evaluation shows that Sparser outperforms standalone stateof-the-art parsers and accelerates real workloads when integrated
in existing query processing engines such as Spark SQL [5]. On
exploratory analytics queries over Twitter data from [36,54], Sparser
improves Mison’s JSON parsing throughput up to 22×. When
integrated into Spark SQL, Sparser accelerates distributed queries
on a cluster by up to 9× end-to-end, including the time to load
data from disk. Perhaps surprisingly, Sparser can even accelerate
queries over binary formats such as Avro and Parquet by 1.3–5×.
Finally, we show that raw filtering accelerates analytics workloads
in other domains as well, such as filtering binary network packets
and analyzing text logs from the Bro [11] intrusion detection system.
To summarize, our contributions are:
1. We introduce raw filtering, an approach that leverages the high
query selectivity of many exploratory workloads to filter data
before parsing it for improved performance. We also present a
set of SIMD-based RFs optimized for modern hardware.
2. We present a fast optimizer that selects an efficient RF cascade
in a data- and query-dependent manner while accounting for the
potential interdependence between RFs.
3. We evaluate RFs in Sparser, and show that it complements
existing parsers and accelerates realistic workloads by up to 9×.

2.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND GOALS

The goal of raw filtering is to maximize the throughput of parsing
and filtering raw, serialized data, by applying query predicates before
parsing data. A serialized record could be newline-separated UTF8 JSON objects or a single line from a text log. Raw filtering
primarily accelerates exploratory workloads over unstructured and
semi-structured textual formats, but we show in § 7 that it is also
applicable to queries over binary formats such as Avro and Parquet.
Raw filtering is most impactful for selective queries.
In settings where the same data is accessed repeatedly, users can
load the data into a DBMS, build an index over it [3, 35]), or convert
it into an efficient file format such as Parquet. Raw filtering thus only
targets workloads where the data is not yet indexed, perhaps because
it is accessed too infrequently to justify continuously building an
index (e.g., for high-volume machine telemetry), or because the
workloads themselves are performing data ingest. For example,
at Databricks, customers commonly use Spark to convert ingested
JSON and CSV data to Parquet, as shown by the large fraction of
JSON/CSV jobs with selectivity 1 in Figure 1. Despite this, there are
still a large number of selective queries on CSV and JSON directly
(60% of the queries in Figure 1). In Censys, a purely exploratory
workload, most queries are highly selective.

3.

OVERVIEW

This section gives an overview of raw filtering and introduces
Sparser, a system that addresses its challenges.
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(name = "Athena" AND text = "Greetings")

Step 1: Compile
Possible RFs from
predicates (§5.1)
RF1: “Athe”
RF2: “then”
RF3: “hena”
RF4: “Gree”
RF5: “Greeting”
…

Step 2: Measure
Parameters on
Sample (§5.2)
S1 S2 S3
RF 1

0

1

1

RF 2

1

0

1

…

for sampled
records:
1 = passed
0 = failed

Step 3: Score and
Choose Cascade
(§5.3, §5.4)
C (RF1) = 4

raw bytestream
0010101000110101
Step 4: Apply
Chosen Cascade

Filter
RF 1

C (RF1àRF3) = 9
…

X

RF 2

X

RF fails
Filtered bytes
sent to full parser

Figure 2: An overview of Sparser. Sparser builds a cascade of raw
filters to filter data before parsing it.

3.1

WHERE user.name = ‘Athena’,
WHERE retweet_count = 5000

Contains String

WHERE text LIKE ‘\%VLDB\%’

Key-Value Match

WHERE user.verified = true

Contains Key

WHERE user.url != NULL

Conjunctions

WHERE user.name = ‘Athena’
AND user.verified = true

Disjunctions

WHERE user.name = ‘Athena’
OR user.verified = true

Raw Filtering

Raw filtering uses a primitive called a raw filter (RF) to discard
data. Formally, an RF has the following two properties:
An RF operates over a raw bytestream. Raw filters do not require fully parsing records and operate on an opaque sequence of
bytes. For example, the bytestream could be UTF-8 strings encoded
in JSON or CSV, or packed binary data encoded in Avro or Parquet.
An RF may produce false positives, but no false negatives. A
raw filter searches for a sequence of bytes that originates from a
predicate, but it offers no guarantee that finding a match will produce
the same result as the original predicate. Therefore, for supported
predicate types (which we discuss in § 3.3), raw filters can produce
false positives, but no false negatives. Composing multiple RFs into
an RF cascade [61] can further reduce—but not eliminate—false
positives. Thus, an RF (or RF cascade) must be paired with a full,
format-specific parser (e.g., RapidJSON or Mison) that can parse the
records from the filtered bytestream and apply the query predicates.
We implement raw filtering in a system called Sparser, which addresses two main challenges with using RFs: designing an efficient
set of filters that can leverage modern hardware, and selecting a
composition of RFs—an RF cascade—that maximizes throughput.

3.2

Example

Exact String Match

RF fails

C (RF1àRF2) = 1
C (RF2àRF3) = 6

Table 1: Filters supported in Sparser. Only equality-based filters
are supported—numerical range filters (e.g., WHERE num_retweets >
10) are not supported.

System Architecture

Figure 2 summarizes Sparser’s architecture. First, Sparser decomposes the input query predicate into a set of RFs. RFs in Sparser
filter data by searching for byte sequences in the bytestream using
SIMD instructions. Each RF has a false positive rate for passing
records (§3.1) as well as an execution cost. The RFs’ false positive
rates and execution times are not known a priori since both are datadependent. Sparser thus regularly estimates these quantities for the
individual RFs by evaluating the individual RFs on a periodic sample of records from the input. These data-dependent factors guide
Sparser in choosing which RFs to apply on the full bytestream.
Sparser chooses an RF cascade to execute over the full bytestream
using an optimizer to search through the possible combinations of
RFs and balance the runtime overhead of applying the RFs with their
combined false positive rate. The main challenge in the optimizer is
to accurately and efficiently model the joint false positive rates of the
RFs, since the individual false positive rates are not independent and
the system only measures individual RF rates. Directly measuring
the execution overheads and passthrough rates of a combinatorial
number of cascades would be prohibitively expensive; instead, the
optimizer uses a SIMD-accelerated bitmap data structure to obtain
joint probabilities using only the estimates of the individual RFs.
The optimizer then uses a cost function to compute the expected
parsing throughput of the cascade, using the execution costs of the

individual RFs, the false positive rates of the RFs, and the execution
cost of the full parser. The chosen RF cascade incrementally filters
the bytestream using SIMD-based implementations of the RFs. The
downstream query engine parses, filters, and processes records that
pass the cascade. The records parsed while measuring probabilities
are re-parsed in case the parser supports features such as projection.

3.3

Supported Predicates

Sparser supports several types of predicate expressions, summarized in Table 1. The system supports exact equality matches,
substring matches, key-value matches, and key-presence matches.
Predicates that check for the presence of a key are only valid for
data formats such as JSON, where keys are explicitly present in
the record. These supported predicates are also valid over binary
data formats (e.g., Avro and Parquet). Furthermore, key names
in the predicate can be nested (e.g., user.name): nested keys are a
shorthand for checking whether each non-leaf key exists (a non-leaf
key is any key that has a nested object as a value), and whether the
value at the leaf matches the provided filter. Applications may
also provide a value without an associated key. This is useful for
binary formats, where key names often do not appear explicitly.
Finally, users can specify arbitrary conjunctions (AND queries) and
disjunctions (OR queries) of individual predicates.

3.4

System Limitations

Sparser has a number of limitations and non-goals. First, Sparser’s
RFs do not support every type of predicate expression found in
SQL. In particular, Sparser does not support range-based predicates over numerical values (e.g., retweet_count > 15) and inequality predicates for string values (e.g.,name != "Athena"). Second,
Sparser does not support equality in cases where the underlying
bytestream could represent equal values in different ways. For example, Sparser does not support integer equality in JSON if the
integers are encoded with different representations (e.g., "3.4" vs.
"34e-1"). Third, because the search space of cascades is combinatorial, Sparser bounds the maximum depth of the cascade to at most
four RFs. We show in §7 that, despite the bounded search space,
Sparser’s SIMD-accelerated optimizer still produces cascades that
accelerate parsing by over 20× in real workloads. Additionally, we
show that, on these workloads, Sparser’s parsing throughput is only
up to 1.2% slower than searching the unbounded set of possible
cascades. Finally, Sparser’s speedups depend on high query selectivity. Sparser exhibits diminishing speedups on queries with low
selectivity, but critically imposes almost no overhead (§7).
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Shift 2
Shift 3
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113836
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Mison Index
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Figure 4: An example of a substring search. The length of the
substring denotes the number of shifts required. In this example,
the fourth shift produces a match since one of the repeated 4-byte
sequences in the vector register matches the input text.

Single RF

Figure 3: Comparison of CPU cycles spent parsing a single 5KB
JSON record in L1 cache, using state-of-the-art parsers vs. applying
a single RF that searches for a one-byte value with SIMD in the
same buffer. The difference in performance is over 100×.

Key: name Value: Athena Delimiter: ,
Ex 1: “name”: “Athena”,
Ex 2: “name”: “Actually, Athena”
Ex 3: “text”: “My name is Athena”

SPARSER’S RAW FILTERS

Recall that Sparser’s objective is to discard records that fail query
predicates as fast as possible without parsing. A key challenge
in Sparser is thus designing a set of efficient filtering operators
that inspect only a raw bytestream: an operator over a bytestream
necessarily lacks access to format-specific structural information
built via parsing (e.g., the offsets of specific fields [36]).
To address this challenge, Sparser utilizes a set of SIMD-accelerated
raw filters (RFs) to discard data by searching for format-agnostic
byte sequences in the input. The RFs use this design to take advantage of the throughput gap between parsing a record to extract
structural information and scanning it to search for a byte sequence
that fits in a single SIMD vector lane: Figure 3 illustrates this by
comparing cycles spent parsing a 5KB record with two best-of-breed
JSON parsers and a SIMD search for a one-byte value in the record.
An RF returns a boolean signal specifying whether it passed
or failed a record depending on whether it found its byte sequence.
Sparser produces several possible RFs for a given query and chooses
a cascade using these RFs (§5).Sparser contains two RF primitives:
substring search and key-value search.

4.1

“ t e x t ”:“ My V L D B 2 0 1 8 s u b m i ssi on”
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Substring Search

The substring search RF is the main filtering primitive in Sparser.
This RF searches for a byte sequence (i.e., a binary “substring”)
that indicates a record could pass a query predicate. Consider the
predicate in Listing 1, which selects records where text and name
match the specified value. Assuming the underlying bytestream
encodes data as UTF-8, the substring search RF can look for several
number of bytes sequence that indicate a record could pass this filter:
a few examples are "VLDB", "submissi", "subm", and "Athe". If the
RF does not find any of these strings, it can discard the record with
no false negatives since the predicate cannot be satisfied.
name = "Athena" AND text = "My submission to VLDB"

Listing 1: A sample query predicate that Sparser takes as input.
The substring search RF leverages SIMD instructions in the CPU
by packing multiple copies of the byte sequence into a single vector
register. This allows the RF to search over multiple bytes in parallel
with a small sliding window. To illustrate this, consider the predicate
in Listing 1 and the input string in Figure 4. The figure shows an
example of an RF with the 4-byte UTF-8 sequence "VLDB". This
string is repeated eight times in a 32-byte vector register. To find
all occurrences of the sequence, the operator needs to look at a
4-byte-wide sliding window. In the example, the fourth shift finds
an occurrence of the sequence in the input, meaning that the RF
passes the record containing the input string. Sparser considers 2-,
4- and 8-byte substrings with this RF.
Note that the value of the text field in Figure 4 does not match

(PASS)
(FAIL)
(PASS, False positive)

Figure 5: Example of using the key-value search RF for the predicate name = "Athena". The key is name, the value is Athena, and the
delimiter is ‘,’. The underlined regions are the parts of the input
where the filter looks for the value after finding the key.

the predicate on the text field in Listing 1, indicating that the RF
in the example passed as a false positive. The RF does not return false negatives since it finds all occurrences of the sequence.
The main advantage of the substring search RF is that, for a wellchosen sequence, the operator can reject inputs at nearly the speed
of streaming data through a CPU core.

4.2

Key-Value Search

The key-value search RF searches for all co-occurrences of a
key and a corresponding value within a record in the input data;
this operator is useful for finding associations between two raw
byte sequences. For example, if we search for name = "Athena",
we want to increase the probability that the "Athena" we find is
associated with the field "name". This operator is especially useful
in cases where the key and value appear frequently independently,
but rarely together. One example is searching for the value true in a
JSON record, which likely appears somewhere in the record but not
necessarily with the key specified by the query predicate.
This RF takes three parameters: a key, a value, and a delimiter
set. Keys and values are byte sequences, as in the substring search
operator. The delimiter set is a set of one-byte characters that signals
the stopping point for a search; the value search term must appear
after the key and before any of the delimiters. Thus, after finding
an occurrence of the key, the operator searches for the value and
terminates its search at the first occurring delimiter character found
after the key. Sparser can search for the key, value, and stopping
point using the packed-vector technique from the substring search
RF for hardware efficiency, by either checking for a 2-, 4-, or 8-byte
substring of both the key and value.
Unlike the substring search RF (which searches for arbitrary
sequences and can be used for both LIKE and = predicates), the keyvalue search operator is only applicable for equality predicates; LIKE
predicates are not supported. To understand why this constraint is
necessary, Figure 5 provides an example of a key-value search on a
JSON record that could yield false negatives if a LIKE predicate was
specified instead of an equality predicate (i.e., name LIKE Athena
instead of name = "Athena"). In this example, the operator first
looks for the key "name". After finding it, the operator looks to see
if the key’s corresponding value (the bytes before the delimiter ‘,’)
is exactly equal to "Athena".
If the system permitted LIKE queries with the key-value search
RF, the second example in the figure, "name": "Actually, Athena",
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would return a false negative, since the value search term "Athena"
associated with the key "name" would never be found. Concretely,
the problem is that the delimiter ‘,’ can also appear within the
value in this record, and it is impossible to distinguish between these
two cases without a full parse of the entire key-value pair (and by
extension, the full record)1 . By only allowing equality predicates,
false negatives cannot occur: if the search finds one of the delimiters
but not the value search term, then either the delimiter appears after
the entire value, or the value search term is not present. Sparser
also disallows RFs where the value search term and the delimiter set
have overlapping bytes for the same reason.

5.

SPARSER’S OPTIMIZER

Sparser’s RFs provide an efficient but inexact mechanism for discarding records before parsing: these operators have high throughput
but also produce false positives. To decrease the overall false positive rate while processing data, Sparser combines individual RFs
into an RF cascade to maximize the overall filtering and parsing
throughput. Finding the best cascade is challenging because a cascade’s performance is both data- and query-dependent. Therefore,
we present an optimizer that employs a cost model to score and
select the best RF cascade. The optimizer takes as inputs a query
predicate, a bytestream from the input file, and a full parser, and
outputs an RF cascade to maximize the expected parsing throughput.
Overall, the optimizer proceeds as follows:
1. Compile a set of possible RFs based on the clauses in the query
predicate (§5.1).
2. Draw a sample of records from the input and measure datadependent parameters such as the execution cost of the full
parser, the execution costs of each RF, and the passthrough rates
of each RF on the sample (§5.2).
3. Generate valid cascades to evaluate using the possible RFs (§5.3).
A valid cascade does not produce false negatives.
4. Enumerate possible valid RF cascades and select the best one
using the estimated costs and passthrough rates (§5.4).

5.1

Compiling Predicates into Possible RFs

The first task in the optimizer is to convert the user-specified
query predicate into a set of possible RFs. The query predicate is a
boolean expression evaluated on each record: if a record causes the
expression to evaluate to true, the record passes, and if the expression
evaluates to false, the record may be discarded. By definition, the
RFs generated by the optimizer for a given query must produce
only false positives with respect to this boolean expression, but
no false negatives (i.e., an RF may occasionally return true when
the predicate evaluates to false, but never vice versa). The query
predicate may also contain conjunctions and disjunctions that the
optimizer must consider when generating RFs. Sparser thus takes
following steps to produce a set of possible RFs:
1. Convert the boolean query predicate to disjunctive normal form
(i.e., of the form (a ∧ b . . .) ∨ (c ∧ . . .) ∨ . . .). DNF allows
Sparser’s optimizer to systematically generate RF cascades that
never produce false negatives. We refer to an expression with
only conjunctions (e.g., a ∧ b ∧ . . .) as a conjunctive clause.
2. Convert each simple predicate (i.e., predicates without conjunctions or disjunctions, such as equality or LIKE predicates) in the
conjunctive clauses into one or more RFs. We elaborate on this
procedure below using Listing 2 as an example.
1

Extending the set of delimiters to include ‘"’ would also yield false
negatives for scenarios in which an escaped double-quote occurs
within the entire value string.

(name = "Athena" AND text = "Greetings")
OR name = "Jupiter"

Listing 2: An example predicate in DNF with two conjunctive
clauses and three simple predicates.
Since each RF represents a search for a raw byte sequence,
the conversion from a simple predicate to a set of RFs is formatdependent. For example, when parsing JSON, a predicate such
as name = "Athena" in Listing 2 will produce both substring and
key-value search RFs. However, for binary formats such as Avro
and Parquet, field names (e.g., text) are typically not present in the
data explicitly, which means that key-value search RFs would not be
effective. Therefore, the optimizer only produces substring search
RFs for these binary formats. For the sake of brevity, this section
discusses only the JSON format (and assumes queries are over raw
textual JSON data), which supports all RFs available in Sparser.
For each simple predicate, Sparser produces a substring search
RF for each 4- and 8-byte substring of each token in the predicate
expression. A token is a single contiguous value in the underlying
bytestream. Sparser generates 2-byte substring search RFs only
if a token is less than 4-bytes long. As an example, the simple
predicate name = "Athena" in Listing 2 contains two tokens: "name"
and "Athena". For this predicate, the optimizer would generate the
following substring RFs: "name", "Athe", "then", and "hena". The
optimizer additionally produces an RF that searches for each token
in its entirety: "name" and "Athena" in this instance. Lastly, because
name = "Athena" is an equality predicate, the optimizer generates
key-value search RFs with the key "name" and the value set to each
of the 4-byte substrings of "Athena".
Each simple predicate is now associated with a set of RFs where
each RF only produces false positives. If any RF in the set fails, the
simple predicate also fails. By extension, each conjunctive clause
is also associated with a set of RFs with the same property:
S for
a conjunctive clause with n simple predicates, this set is n
i=1 ri ,
where ri is the RF set of the ith simple predicate in the clause. This
follows from the fact that RFs cannot produce false negatives: if
any one RF in a conjunctive clause fails, some simple predicate
failed, and so the full conjunctive clause must fail. To safely discard
a record when processing a query with disjunctions, the optimizer
must follow one rule when generating RF cascades: an RF from each
conjunctive clause must fail to prevent false negatives. Returning to
the example in Listing 2, the optimizer must ensure that an RF from
both conjunctive clauses fails before discarding a record.

5.2

Estimating Parameters by Sampling

The next step in Sparser’s optimizer is to estimate data-dependent
parameters by drawing a sample of records from the input and
executing the possible RFs from §5.1 and the full parser on the
sample. Specifically, the optimizer requires the passthrough rates
of the individual RFs, the runtime costs of executing the individual
RFs, and the runtime cost of the full parser. This sampling technique
is necessary because these parameters can vary significantly based
on the format and dataset. For example, parsing a binary format
such as Parquet requires fewer cycles than parsing a textual format
such as JSON. Thus, for Parquet data, Sparser should choose a
computationally inexpensive cascade to minimize runtime overhead,
and the optimizer should capture that tradeoff.
To store the passthrough rates of the individual RFs, the optimizer
uses a compact bit-matrix representation. This matrix stores a 1
at position i, j if the ith RF passes the jth record in the sample,
and a 0 otherwise. Rather than storing the passthrough rate as a
single numerical value per RF, each row in the bit-matrix compactly
represents precisely which records in the sample passed for each
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Algorithm 1 Estimating Data-Dependent Parameters by Sampling
1: procedure E STIMATE(records, candidateRF s)
2:
C ← len(candidateRF s)
3:
R ← len(records)
4:
P arserRuntime ← 0
. Average parser runtime
5:
RF Runtimes[C] ← 0
. Average RF runtimes
6:
B[C, R] ← 0C,R
. C × R matrix of bits
7:
for (j, record) ∈ records do
8:
update running avg. P arserRuntime with parser(record)
9:
for (i, RF ) ∈ candidateRF do
10:
update running avg. RF Runtimes[i] with RF on record
11:
if RF ∈ record then
12:
B[i, j] ← 1
return B, P arserRuntime, RF Runtimes

RF as a bitmap. The optimizer leverages this data structure when
scoring cascades with its cost model (§5.4) to compute the joint
passthrough rates of multiple RFs efficiently.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the full parameter estimation procedure.
The optimizer first initializes a C × R bit-matrix, where C is the
number of possible RFs and R is the number of sampled records.
For each sampled record, the optimizer updates an average of the
full parser’s running time in CPU cycles (e.g., using the x86 rdtsc
instruction). Sparser can use any full parser, such as Mison. Then,
for each RF, the optimizer applies the RF to the sampled record and
measures the running time in CPU cycles. If RF i passes the record
j, bit i, j is set to 1 in the matrix. After sampling, the optimizer
has a populated matrix representing the records in the sample that
passed for each RF, the average running time of each RF, and the
average running time of the full parser.

5.3

Cascade Generation and Search Space

The third step in the optimizer is to generate valid RF cascades
from the query predicate. Recall that, for a cascade to be valid in
Sparser’s optimizer, at least one RF from each conjunctive clause
in the query predicate must fail before discarding a record. RF cascades are thus binary trees, where non-leaf nodes are RFs, leaf nodes
are decisions (parse or discard), and edges represent whether the RF
passes or fails a record. Figure 6 shows an example query predicate
with examples of generated valid and invalid cascades. By considering at least one RF from every conjunctive clause, the optimizer
only generates valid cascades, which may have false positives—but
no false negatives—when evaluated on a given record.
The optimizer enumerates all cascades up to depth D that meet
the above constraint. Our optimizer uses a pruning rule to prune
the search space further by skipping cascades where two RFs from
the same conjunction have overlapping substrings (e.g., a cascade
which searches for "Athena" and "Athe"). For completeness, the
optimizer also considers the empty cascade (i.e., always parsing
each record) to allow efficient formats such as Parquet to skip raw
filtering altogether for queries that will exhibit no speedup. In our
implementation, we set D = max(# Conjunctive Clauses, 4) RFs,
and generate up to 32 possible candidate RFs. If there are more than
32 possible RFs, we select 32 by picking a random RF generated
from each token in a round-robin fashion. For the queries in §7, we
show that these choices still generate cascades with overall parsing
time within 10% of the globally optimal cascade.

5.4

Choosing the Best Cascade

Given a set of candidate cascades, the optimizer’s final task is
to choose the best cascade. To make this choice, the optimizer
evaluates the expected per-record CPU time of each cascade using a
cost model, and selects the one with the lowest expected cost.

(name = "Athena" AND text = "Greetings")
OR name = "Jupiter"

"Athe"
"Jupi"

D

"Gree"

P

"Jupi"

D

"Gree"

P
P

1. Valid cascade
Discard

D

Parse

P

"Jupi"

D

P
2. Valid cascade

P

"Athe"

Fail (left branch)

"Jupi"

D

"Gree"

P

D

P

3. Invalid cascade ("Gree" must
consider "Jupi" when it fails)
Pass (right branch)

Figure 6: A set of RF cascades for the predicate in Listing 2. The
third cascade does not check an RF from both conjunctive clauses
on some paths and is thus invalid. The second cascade does not
check all RFs in a conjunction but is still valid, since it checks one
RF from each conjunctive clause.
Table 2: Estimating joint probabilities using the bit-matrix. B[i, ...]
indicates accessing the sampled bits for RF i. Bit i, j is set if RF i
passed sampled record j. Bitwise operators (¬, ∧) use SIMD.
Given a C × R bit-matrix of estimates B:
Pr[a]
Pr[¬a]
Pr[a, .., z]

popcnt(B[a, . . .])/R
popcnt(¬B[a, . . .])/R
popcnt(B[a, . . .] ∧ . . . ∧ B[z, . . .])/R

The cost of an RF cascade depends on ci , the cost of executing the
ith RF in given cascade, Pr[executei ], the probability of executing
the ith RF, as well as cparse and Pr[executeparse ], which represent
the respective cost and probability of executing the full parser. The
optimizer measures the passthrough rates of the individual RFs in
the previous step, as well as the execution times of the RFs and
the full parser (ci and cparse respectively). However, for any RF i
that relies on other RFs to pass or fail, Pr[executei ] will be a joint
probability. For example, in the example cascade x → y → z, the
RF z will only execute after the first two RFs passed the record;
therefore, Pr[executez ] = Pr[x, y], where Pr[x] and Pr[y] are the
passthrough rates of x and y the optimizer previously measured.
The challenge is that these joint probabilities are not necessarily
independent (i.e., Pr[x, y] 6= Pr[x] Pr[y]). For example, an RF that
searches for the substring "Gree" may be highly correlated with an
RF that searches for the substring "ting", because both may indicate the presence of the string "Greetings". Our evaluation shows
that a strawman optimizer that does not consider these correlations
achieves parsing throughputs 2.5× lower than Sparser, because the
strawman chooses an inferior cascade.
Another strawman solution is to estimate the joint passthrough
rates of multiple RFs directly by executing RF cascades on the
sample of records described in §5.2. However, executing each
combination of RFs on the sample is inefficient, since this requires
executing a combinatorial number of cascades.
Instead, Sparser’s optimizer uses the bit-matrix representation
(§5.2) to quickly estimate the joint passthrough rates using only
sample-based measurements of the individual RFs. Recall that the
matrix stores as a single bit whether an RF passes or fails each record
in the sample (a 1 if the record passed the RF, and 0 otherwise). The
passthrough rate of RF i is thus the number of 1s (i.e., the popcnt)
of the ith row, or bitmap, in the matrix. Conversely, the probability
of any RF i not passing a record is the number of 0s in row i. The
joint passthrough rate of two RFs i and k is the number of 1s in the
bitmap after taking the bitwise-and of the ith and kth bitmaps.
The key advantage to this approach is that these bitwise operations have SIMD support in modern hardware and complete in
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1-3 cycles on 256-bit values on modern CPUs (roughly 1ns on a
3GHz processor). The matrix thus allows the optimizer to quickly
estimate joint passthrough probabilities of RFs. This optimization
allows Sparser to scale efficiently and accurately to handle complex user-specified query predicates that combine multiple predicate
expressions. Table 2 summarizes the matrix operations.
With an efficient methodology to accurately compute the joint
probabilities, the optimizer scores each cascade and chooses the one
with the lowest cost. Let R = {r1 , . . . , rn } be the set of RFs in the
RF cascade. To evaluate CR , the expected cost of the cascade on a
single record, Sparser’s optimizer computes the following:
CR =

X


Pr[executei ] · ci

+ Pr[executeparse ] · cparse .

i∈R

As an example, consider the first cascade in Figure 6. The probabilities of executing each RF in the cascade are:
Pr[executeAthe ] = 1,
Pr[executeGree ] = Pr[Athe],
Pr[executeJupi ] = Pr[¬Athe] + Pr[Athe, ¬Gree],
Pr[executeparse ] = Pr[¬Athe, Jupi]+
Pr[Athe, Gree] + Pr[Athe, ¬Gree, Jupi].
The cost of the full cascade is therefore:
X
Pr[executei ] × ci .
i∈{Athe,Gree,Jupi,parse}

§7.4 shows that, with the bit-matrix technique to compute joint
probabilities, the optimizer adds at most 1.2% overhead in our
benchmark queries, including sampling and scoring time.

5.5

Periodic Resampling

Sparser occasionally recalibrates its cascade to account for data
skew or sorting in the underlying input file. §7 shows that recalibration is important for minimizing parsing runtime over the entire
input, because a cascade chosen at the beginning of the dataset may
not be effective at the end. For instance, consider an RF that filters
on a particular date, and the underlying input records are also sorted
by date. The RF may be highly ineffective for one range of the file
(e.g., the range of records that all match the given date in the filter)
and very effective for other ranges. To address this issue, Sparser
maintains an exponentially weighted moving average of its own
parsing throughput. In our implementation, we update this average
on every 100MB block of input data. If the average throughput
deviates significantly (e.g., 20% in our implementation), Sparser
reruns its optimizer algorithm to select a new RF cascade.

6.

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented Sparser’s optimizer and RFs in roughly 4000
lines of C. Our implementation supports mapping query predicates
to RFs for text logs, JSON, Avro, Parquet, and PCAP, the standard
binary packet capture format [48]. RFs leverage Intel’s AVX2 [8]
vector extensions. Other architectures feature similar operators [42].
JSON. Our JSON implementation uses two state-of-the-art JSON
parsers: Mison [36] and RapidJSON [49]. Sparser assumes that the
input bytestream contains textual JSON records (e.g., a Tweet from
the Twitter Stream API) terminated by a newline character (similar
to other systems such as Spark [57, 62]). Sparser uses SIMD to find
the start of each record by searching for the newline, and applies the

RF cascade on the raw byte buffer, where each RF searches until
the following newline. If the record passes the full cascade, Sparser
passes a pointer to the beginning of the record to the full parser.
Otherwise, Sparser skips it and continues filtering the remaining
bytestream. Our implementation also supports case-insensitive
search for ASCII (i.e., letters A–Z). These characters have upper
and lowercase values that differ by 32 (e.g., ’a’ - ’A’ = 32), so
Sparser can use SIMD to convert a search query and the target text
to all lowercase to perform a case-insensitive search.
Our implementation has a few limitations. First, the JSON standard allows floating-point values to be formatted using scientific
notation (e.g., 3.4 vs. 34E-1). Sparser does not support searches
for data represented in this way. Second, Sparser does not support
values that have different string representations encoding the same
numerical value (e.g., due to loss in precision, such as 0.99.. vs.
1.0). For both of these cases, users can set a flag to specify that
numerically-valued fields may be encoded in this way, and Sparser
will treat predicates over them as requiring a full parse. We found
that both cases did not appear in our machine-generated real-world
datasets. Sparser can handle integer equality queries (e.g., searches
for user IDs) by searching for substrings of the integer.
Finally, the RFC 8259 JSON standard [10] allows any character to
be Unicode-escaped (e.g., the character "A" and its escaped Unicode
representation, "\u41", should be considered equal). To handle
Unicode escapes, Sparser additionally searches each record for the
"\u" escape and falls back to a slow path if this sequence is found.
This is the only valid alternate representation of a character permitted
by the JSON standard2 : the standard does not allow unescaped
whitespace (except space) in string literals [10] (e.g., a tab literal in
a string is disallowed and must be represented using the Unicode
escape or "\t"), so the Unicode is the only special case. Other
characters such as "\" must also be escaped in JSON, but similarly
only have a single possible non-Unicode-escaped representation.
Binary Formats. For binary data, records are not explicitly delimited (e.g., by newlines), so Sparser does not know where to start or
stop a search for a given RF. Rather than search line by line, Sparser
treats the full input buffer as a single record and begins searching
from the very beginning of the buffer. When an RF finds a match,
Sparser uses a format-specific function for navigating and locating
different records in the file. In our implementation, this function
moves a pointer from the last processed record by the full parser to
the record containing the match. The function also computes the
end of the matched record (in most binary formats, this is the start
of the record plus the record length, stored as part of the data) and
returns both the pointer to the matching record and the length back
to Sparser’s search function to check the remaining RFs within the
byte range. If all RF matches pass, Sparser calls the callback again
and the record is processed just as before. Otherwise, Sparser resets
its record-level state and continues.
Integration with Spark. We also integrated Sparser with Spark [5]
using Spark’s Data Sources API. The Data Sources API enables
column pruning and filtering to be pushed down to the parser itself,
in line with the core tenets of Sparser. The API passes individual
file partitions (which map to a filename, byte offset, and length) to
a callback function; these arguments are then passed via the Java
Native Interface (JNI) to call into Sparser’s C library. This means
that Sparser runs its calibration, raw filtering, and parsing steps on
a per file-partition basis, rather than on a single file. Sparser reads,
filters, and parses data, writing the extracted fields directly to an
off-heap buffer allocated in Spark to store the parsed records.
2
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The "/" is the only exception and has three valid representations.

Table 3: Queries used in the evaluation. §7.1 elaborates on the datasets and sources of the queries.
Query Name

Query

Selectivity (%)

Twitter 1
Twitter 2
Twitter 3
Twitter 4
Censys 1
Censys 2
Censys 3
Censys 4
Censys 5
Censys 6
Censys 7
Censys 8
Censys 9
Bro 1
Bro 2

COUNT(*)WHERE text LIKE ‘%Donald Trump%’AND date LIKE ‘%Sep 13%’
user.id, SUM(retweet_count)WHERE text LIKE ‘%Obama%’GROUP BY user.id
id WHERE user.lang == ‘msa’
distinct user.id WHERE text LIKE ‘%@realDonaldTrump%’
COUNT(*)WHERE p23.telnet.banner.banner != null AND autonomous_system.asn = 9318
COUNT(*)WHERE p80.http.get.body LIKE ‘%content=wordpress 3.5.1%’
COUNT(*)WHERE autonomous_system.asn=2516
COUNT(*)WHERE location.country = ‘Chile’AND p80.http.get.status_code != null
COUNT(*)WHERE p80.http.get.servers.server LIKE ‘%DIR-300%’
COUNT(*)WHERE p110.pop3.starttls.banner != null OR p995.pop3s.tls.banner != null
COUNT(*)WHERE p21.ftp.banner.banner LIKE ‘%Seagate Central Shared%’
COUNT(*)WHERE p20000.dnp3.status.support=true
asn, COUNT(ipnt)WHERE autonomous_system.name LIKE ‘%Verizon%’GROUP BY asn
COUNT(*)WHERE record LIKE ‘%HTTP%’AND record LIKE ‘%Application%’
COUNT(*)WHERE record LIKE ‘%HTTP%’AND (record LIKE ‘%Java*dosexec%’OR record LIKE ‘%dosexec*
Java%’)
COUNT(*)WHERE record LIKE ‘%HTTP%’AND record LIKE ‘%http*dosexec%’AND record LIKE ‘%GET%’
COUNT(*)WHERE record LIKE ‘%HTTP%’AND (record LIKE ‘%80%’OR record LIKE ‘%6666%’OR record
LIKE ‘%8888%’OR record LIKE ‘%8080%’)
* WHERE http.request.header LIKE ‘%GET%’
* WHERE http.response AND http.content_type LIKE ‘%image/gif%’
Flows WHERE tcp.port=110 AND pop.request.parameter LIKE ‘%user%’
Flows WHERE http.header LIKE ‘%POST%’AND http.body LIKE ‘%password%’

0.1324
0.2855
0.0020
0.3313
0.0058
0.0032
0.0757
0.1884
0.1884
0.0001
2.8862
0.0002
0.0002
15.324
1.1100

Bro 3
Bro 4
PCAP 1
PCAP 2
PCAP 3
PCAP 4

7.

EVALUATION

81
1.13
0.001
0.0095

We benchmarked against 16GB of the data for our single-node experiments, and the entire dataset for our distributed experiments.
Each record in the dataset represents an open port on the wide-area
Internet. Censys data is highly nested: each data point is over 5KB
in size. We obtained the queries over Censys data by sampling
randomly from the 50,000 most popular queries to the engine. Raw
data is available at [17].

We evaluate Sparser and the raw filtering approach across a variety
of workloads, datasets, and data formats. We find that:
• With raw filtering, Sparser accelerates diverse analytics workloads by filtering out records that do not need to be parsed.
Sparser can improve the parsing throughput of state-of-the-art
JSON parsers up to 22×. For distributed workloads, Sparser can
improve the end-to-end runtime of Spark SQL queries up to 9×.

Bro IDS Logs. Bro [11] is a widely deployed network intrusion detection system that generates ASCII logs while monitoring networks.
Network security analysts perform post-hoc data analyses on these
logs to find anomalies. We obtained a 10GB dataset of logs and a
set of queries over them from security forensics exercises [12–14].

• Sparser can accelerate parsing throughput of binary formats such
as Avro and Parquet by up to 5×. For queries over unstructured
text logs, Sparser can reduce the runtime by up to 4×.
• Sparser’s optimizer improves parsing performance compared
to strawman approaches, selecting RF cascades that are within
10% of the global optimum while only incurring a 1.2% runtime
overhead during parsing.

7.1

0.5450
12.294

Packet Captures. To evaluate Sparser’s applicability in other domains, we obtained a 5GB trace of network traffic from a university
network. Traffic is stored in standard binary file format called
PCAP [47], which stores the binary representation of individual
network packets. We selected queries for this trace from [22, 27, 29],
which represent real workloads over captured network traffic, such
as searching for insecure network connections.

Experimental Setup

We ran distributed Spark experiments on a 10-node Google Cloud
Engine cluster using the n1-highmem-4 instance type, where each
worker had 4 vCPUs from an 2.2GHz Intel E5 v4 (Broadwell),
26GB of memory, and locally attached SSDs. We used Spark v2.2
for our cluster experiments. Single-node benchmarks ran on an Intel
Xeon E5-2690 v4 CPU with 512GB of memory. All single-node
experiments were single-threaded—we found that Sparser scales
linearly with the number of cores for each workload, and omit these
results for brevity.
Our experiments ran over the following real-world datasets and
queries, with some experiments running over a subset of the data.
Table 3 summarizes the queries and their selectivities.

7.2

Twitter Tweets. We used the Twitter Streaming API [60] to collect
68GB of JSON tweets. We benchmarked against 23GB of the
data for our single-node experiments, and the entire dataset for our
distributed experiments. We obtained queries from [36, 54].
Censys Scan. We obtained a 652GB JSON dataset from Censys [25],
a search engine broadly used in the Internet security community.

End-to-End Workloads

Spark Queries. To benchmark Sparser’s effectiveness parsing JSON
in a production-quality query engine, we executed the four Twitter queries and nine Censys queries (all of which are over JSON
data) from Table 3 on our 10-node Spark cluster and measured the
end-to-end execution time.
Figures 7 and 8 show the end-to-end execution time of native
Spark (which uses the Jackson JSON parser [31]) vs. Sparser integrated with Spark via the Data Source API [52]. Data is read
from disk and passed to Sparser as chunks of raw bytes. Sparser
runs its optimizer, chooses an RF cascade, and filters the batches
of data, returning a filtered bytestream to Spark. Spark then parses
the filtered bytestream into a Spark SQL DataFrame and processes
the query. The presented execution time includes disk load, parsing
(in Sparser, this includes both the optimizer’s runtime and filtering),
and querying. In each query, Sparser outperforms Spark without
Sparser’s raw filtering by at least 3×, and up to 9×.
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Figure 9: Packet filtering on binary tcpdump PCAP files. The line
shows the speedup of Sparser over libpcap.

Packet Filtering. To illustrate that raw filtering can accelerate a
diverse set of analytics workloads, we apply it to filtering captured
network traffic and evaluate its performance. Using Sparser, we
implemented a simple packet-analysis library and benchmarked its
throughput against tshark [58], a standard tool in the networking
community for analyzing packet traces. We also compared against
tcpdump [55] (a lightweight version of tshark) and a simple libpcap
-based C program that hard-codes the four queries. The libpcap
[37] library is the standard C library for parsing network packets:
this baseline represents the packet parsing procedure without any
overheads imposed by other systems.
Figure 9 shows the results. In the first query, each system (except tshark) performs similarly because the query’s relatively low
selectivity prevents Sparser from delivering large speedups. In the
second query, Sparser performs roughly 3× faster than libpcap,
which parses and searches each packet for a string. The tcpdump
tool does not support searches in a packet’s payload. In the third
and fourth queries, Sparser outperforms libpcap by 2.5×. Overall,
Sparser accelerates these packet filtering workloads using its search
technique, even compared to libraries with little overhead.
Bro Log File Analysis. Ad-hoc log analysis is a common task,
especially for IT administrators maintaining servers or security experts analyzing logs from systems such as Bro [11]. Tools such
as awk and grep aid in these analyses; generally, the first step is
to use these tools to filter for events of interest (e.g., errors, specific protocols, etc.). We collected a set of network forensic analysis
workloads [12–14] and replaced the log filtering stage with Sparser’s
optimizer and raw filtering technique. Each query looks for a set of
threat signatures and then performs a count with wc.
Figure 10 shows that Sparser shows speedups of up to 4× on

Q3
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Spark+Sparser

50
0
Q3 (28%)

Figure 8: Censys queries on Spark over JSON data.

Ripgrep

Figure 10: Performance of log analysis tasks on Bro IDS logs,
where Sparser is used as a grep-like search tool.
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Figure 7: Twitter queries on Spark over JSON data end-to-end. The
time to load the data from disk is shown on the far left.
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Figure 11: Performance on a subset of TPC-H queries with varying
Sparser-supported predicate selectivities (in parentheses). Sparser
exhibits the largest speedups when each table is filtered.

these queries. For the Q1, Q2, and Q4, the performance of all
three systems is similar since both GNU grep and ripgrep (the
fastest grep implementation we found [26]) are optimized and use
vectorization. Sparser marginally outperforms both by searching for
the most uncommon substring to discard rows faster.
In Q3 we search for one of three terms in each line, but some
terms are much more selective than others. Sparser’s optimizer
identifies the most selective term and searches for it, while the
other two systems naively search for the first term (the default
policy with multiple search strings). Overall, Sparser is competitive
with and sometimes faster than command-line string search tools
such as grep and ripgrep, despite the fact that these tools are also
designed for hardware efficiency and do not perform any parsing of
the inputs. Performance depends only on the skew in selectivity of
individual search tokens in these queries, since both the grep tools
and Sparser search for values on each record. Sparser shows the
greatest speedups when leveraging high selectivity to avoid parsing.
TPC-H Queries. We evaluated Sparser on TPC-H Q3, Q12, and
Q19 using a flat JSON file to represent each table and ran the
queries on Spark with scale factor 1 (3GB of JSON data). We
chose these queries because they contain tables with varying selectivities for Sparser-supported predicates (28%, 0.5%, and 2.1%
respectively [36]). Figure 11 shows the results. Q3 exhibits the
smallest speedup because the Sparser-supported predicate applies to
the smaller Orders table, but processing time is dominated by query
evaluation and parsing the larger LineItem table, which Sparser
cannot filter. As demonstrated by [36], a faster parser can improve
performance by reducing loading times here. Q12 exhibits a higher
speedup because most records in the LineItem table are not parsed.
Finally, Q19 exhibits the largest speedup, even though Q3 has a
higher selectivity on the filtered table, because both tables in Q19
are filtered. Overall, Sparser will only exhibit substantial speedups
in SQL queries when it can apply RFs to each table.

7.3

Comparison with Other Parsers

JSON Parsing Performance. To evaluate Sparser’s ability to accelerate JSON parsing, we integrated Sparser with RapidJSON [49]
and Mison [36], two of the fastest C/C++-based parsers available.
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Figure 14: Parsing time for Avro and Parquet data on the four
Twitter queries with and without Sparser.
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Figure 12: Parsing time for the nine Censys JSON queries compared against Mison and RapidJSON.
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Figure 13: Selectivity vs. parsing time for parsing on Twitter.

Because the Mison implementation is not open source, we implemented its algorithm as described in the paper using Intel AVX2, and
benchmark only against the time to create its per-record index (i.e.,
we assume that using the index to extract the fields and evaluating
the predicate is free). We believe this is a fair baseline.
Figure 12 shows the parsing runtime of RapidJSON and Mison
both with and without Sparser on the nine Censys queries; we
benchmarked the queries on a 15GB sample of the full dataset on a
single node. Because these queries have low selectivity, Sparser can
accelerate these optimized parsers up to 22×, due to its ability to
efficiently filter records that do not need to be parsed. Raw filtering
is thus complementary to Mison’s projection optimizations.
JSON Parsing Sensitivity to Selectivity. An underlying assumption of raw filtering is that many queries in exploratory workloads
exhibit high selectivity. To study Sparser’s sensitivity to selectivity,
we benchmarked the parsing runtime of Sparser + {RapidJSON,
Mison} on a synthetic query from the Twitter dataset, and varied the
selectivity of the query from 0.01% to 100%.
Figure 13 shows the results, comparing Sparser’s parsing time
against RapidJSON and Mison at various filter selectivities. As the
selectivity increases, the benefits of Sparser diminish. However,
Sparser still outperforms both parsers by rejecting some records and
adaptively tuning its cascade to choose fewer filters as the selectivity
increases. In the worst case, when all the data is selected, Sparser
always calls the downstream parser, resulting in no speedup.
Binary Formats: Avro and Parquet. In addition to human-readable
formats such as JSON, many big data workloads operate over recordoriented binary formats such as Avro [6], or columnar binary formats
such as Parquet [45]. Both of these formats are optimized to reduce
storage and minimize the overhead of parsing data when loading it
into memory. To evaluate Sparser’s effectiveness on these formats,
we converted the Twitter dataset (originally in JSON) to both Avro
and Parquet files using Spark, and benchmarked the four Twitter
queries on each format on a single node. Figure 14a summarizes the
results for parsing Avro: compared to avro-c, an optimized C parser,
Sparser’s raw filtering reduces the end-to-end query time by up to

5×. For Parquet (Figure 14b), Sparser improves the parsing time of
the parquet-cpp library by up to 4.3× across the four queries.
In Avro, data is organized into blocks that contain records, where
each record is stored as a sequence of fields without delimiters, and
each variable-length field is prefixed with its length encoded as a
variable-length integer [7]. Avro also prefixes each block of records
with its corresponding byte length. Therefore, to parse and filter
Avro data, a parser must find each field one at a time to traverse
through each record, and check the relevant fields in each record.
However, with Sparser, we can skip entire blocks of records if the
RFs do not match anywhere in the block. If the RFs do match,
Sparser can skip checking the fields of every record in the block,
and only check the fields in records where the RFs matched.
In Parquet, Sparser uses a similar strategy, but adapts it to Parquet’s columnar format: we seek to the portions of the file that
contain the columns of interest, search over those columns, and then
seek to the matches within each column. Columns in Parquet are
split across Row Groups [46], and we can seek to the Row Group
that contains our potential match. Within each Row Group of a given
column, the column data is stored across pages, which are typically
8KB each. Within each data page, the column values are stored
using the same format found in Avro (i.e., length in bytes, followed
by value), which therefore requires the same sort of incremental
traversal over the values. Sparser’s speedups for binary formats thus
come from avoiding full record-by-record value comparisons and
by avoiding recursive traversals of nested data.
Speedups on Compressed Data. Data on disk is often compressed
and requires running a computationally expensive decompression
algorithm, such as gzip. While there are some proposed solutions
for directly querying compressed data [2], this step is unavoidable
for general query processing. To show that parsing is an important
factor on compressed data, we benchmarked Twitter Q1 on both
an uncompressed and gzip-compressed version of the JSON data.
Figure 15 shows the results of the end-to-end runtimes in Spark on
a single node: even on compressed data, Sparser improves the endto-end query runtime by 4× by minimizing the time spent parsing.
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Figure 16: The performance of each cascade Sparser considers for
Censys Q1, sorted by runtime from left to right. The difference
between the best and worst of the 506 cascades is 35×. Sparser (the
marked point) does not pick the globally best cascade, since it relies
on sampling but is within 10% of the best cascade.
Table 4: Measurements from the optimizer on Censys queries.

7.4

Cascade
"teln" → "30722"
"teln" → "p23"

10

Trhoughput (MB/s)

Time (sec, log10)

Table 5: Sparser’s optimizer vs. a naive optimizer that assumes RFs
are independent of one another.

100

Runtime (ms)

Average

Min

Max

Query Time
Optimizer
Measuring RFs
Measuring Parser
Scoring Cascades

5213
3.01
2.10
0.63
0.28

3339
1.85
1.18
0.44
0.05

11002
4.11
3.09
0.81
0.77

Percent Overhead

0.67%

0.19%

1.18%

Evaluating Sparser’s Optimizer

We now examine the optimizer’s impact on end-to-end query
performance and measure its ability to select RF cascades.
Impact of the Optimizer. Sparser’s optimizer uses a cost function
to calculate the expected parsing time a given RF cascade; amongst
many candidate cascades, the optimizer will select the one with the
lowest expected cost. To show the overall impact of the optimizer,
we ran the first Censys query on each cascade considered by the
optimizer to study the difference in performance across the different
candidates. Figure 16 shows the result, where each point represents
a cascade, and cascades are sorted by runtime from left to right.
Many of the cascades contain RFs that discard few records, which
produces little improvement in end-to-end parsing time compared
to a standard parser. However, the best cascades substantially reduce overall parsing times. Sparser selects one of the best cascades,
showing that the optimizer effectively filters out poor RF combinations, and that Sparser’s sampling-based measurement is sufficient
to produce a cascade within 10% of the best-performing one.
To evaluate the effect of the bounded cascade depth and possible
RFs (§5.3), we also ran all nine Censys queries without bounding
the combinatorial search. For these queries, we found that only
Q6 chose a cascade with depth greater than D = 4 (our maximum
default depth), and the difference in runtime performance was 1.2%.
Across all queries in Table 3, Sparser’s chosen cascade exhibited
performance within 10% of the best cascade. The Bro queries,
which did not perform any parsing, were least affected by the choice
of cascade (mean performance difference between the best and
worse cascade was only 2×), and the Censys queries were the
most affected since parsing each record was expensive (mean 33×
difference between the best and worst cascade).
Optimizer Overhead. Table 4 summarizes the optimizer’s average
runtime across all nine Censys queries and includes a breakdown of
the runtime across each of the optimizer’s stages. On average, the
optimizer spends 3ms end-to-end, including measuring the parser,

With Resampling

No Resampling

10000
1000
100
0

100
File Offset (100s of MB)

200

Figure 17: Resampling allows Sparser to adapt to changing distributions in the data.

measuring the RFs, and searching through cascades. We also measured the effects of the pruning rule that skips cascades with overlapping substrings and found that, on average, 86% of the cascades
were not scored. Despite the combinatorial search space, the optimizer’s pruning rule and use of bit-parallel operations enable it to
account for only up to 1.5% of the total running time on Censys.
Interdependence of RFs. The optimizer uses a bitmap-based data
structure to store the passthrough rates of each individual RF, allowing it to quickly compute the joint passthrough rates of RF
combinations. However, a strawman optimizer could also assume
that RFs are independent of one another, and use only the individual
passthrough rates to evaluate candidate cascades. To show the impact of capturing the correlations between RFs, we compared the
performance of this strawman against Sparser’s optimizer on Censys
Q1. (For demonstration purposes in this experiment, we substitute
asn = 9318 with asn = 30722, a common value in the data.)
Table 5 summarizes the results of this experiment. Because the
RF that searches for "30722" has a high passthrough rate (9.83%),
the strawman optimizer instead searches for two tokens with smaller
passthrough rates (3% each): "teln" (a substring of "telnet") and
"p23". However, searching for both tokens adds marginal benefit
compared to searching for only one of them—if the token "teln" is
present, it is almost always accompanied by "p23" as well. Sparser’s
optimizer captures the co-occurrence rate of the two terms and
instead searches for "teln" and "30722". Although "30722" does
appear frequently throughout the input on its own, it occurs much
less frequently with "teln". As a result, the cascade chosen by
Sparser’s optimizer is 2× faster than the naive optimizer’s cascade.
Key-Value RF. To measure the utility of the key-value RF, we
benchmarked Sparser both with and without the key-value RF on a
synthetic query over the Twitter dataset. The query finds all tweets
with favorited = true and has a small selectivity—only 0.002%.
Our results showed that without the key-value RF, Sparser fails to
outperform the standard parsers, since almost every record contains
the terms "favorited" and "true". The key-value RF associates
both terms together when searching through the raw bytestream,
thus enabling a 22× speedup.
Periodic Resampling. To study the impact of periodic resampling
in Sparser’s optimizer, we examine the first Twitter query from
Table 3, which searches for tweets mentioning "Donald Trump" on
a particular date. Because the tweets were collected as a stream,
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the date field has high temporal locality in the input file—the date
LIKE ‘%Sep 13%’ predicate selects all the data in some range, but
none in the rest. We benchmarked Sparser both with and without
its resampling step on this query, and Figure 17 shows the result.
During the initial sampling, Sparser finds that the date predicate
is highly selective and includes a substring RF based on "Sep 13".
However, in the range where the date does match, the RF no longer
remains selective. With periodic resampling, Sparser detects this
change and recalibrates its RF cascade to search for a substring of
"Donald Trump", rather than a substring of the date. By including
this step in the optimizer, Sparser’s parsing throughput over the
entire input file is 25× faster than it would be otherwise.

8.

RELATED WORK

Processing Raw Data. Many researchers have proposed query engines over raw data formats. NoDB [3] proposes building indices
incrementally over raw data to accelerate access to specific fields.
Alagiannis et al. [4] and others [30] consider storage layouts and
access patterns for query processing over raw data, and examine how
to adapt to workloads online. ViDa introduces JIT-compiled access
paths for adapting queries to underlying raw data formats [33–35].
Slalom [44] monitors access patterns to build indices for fast in-situ
data access. SCANRAW uses parallelism to mask in-situ data access times via pipelining [19, 20], while Abouzied et al. [1] propose
masking load times using MapReduce jobs. While these approaches
propose full query engines over raw data, raw filtering focuses on
the problem of filtering and loading it as quickly as possible using
format-agnostic RFs and an optimizer. Existing raw processing
systems can thus use raw filtering in a complementary manner to
filter before downstream processing.
Parsers for Semi-Structured Data. For JSON parsing, the Mison
JSON parser [36] is the closest to Sparser in that it takes both filtering
expressions to apply to the data and a set of output fields to project as
part of its API. Mison always begins by building a structural index
using SIMD and bit-parallel operators. The index finds special
JSON characters such as colons and brackets to create a mapping
from byte offset to field offset. Mison then builds another data
structure called a pattern tree to speculatively jump to the desired
field position using this structural index, and then applies predicates
to the retrieved fields. We showed in §7 that just building the
structural index in Mison is slower than rejecting RFs with Sparser
on selective workloads. In addition, because Mison searches for
format-specific delimiters to construct its index, its techniques are
not applicable to binary formats that eschew delimiters, such as
Avro and Parquet. Sparser is designed to work across both textual
and binary formats, and speeds up queries across both. Nevertheless,
since Sparser only filters data and optimized parsers [31, 49] extract
values from data quickly, the approaches are complementary.
For XML, many approaches used optimized automata to parse and
filter XML efficiently [16,23,24,28]. In contrast, this work relies on
SIMD instructions rather than automata to leverage data-parallelism
in modern hardware. Similar to Mison, Parabix [15] uses SIMD
instructions to parse XML, and Teubner et al. [56] and Moussalli et
al. [39, 40] devise algorithms to leverage data-parallelism on GPUs
and FPGAs to accelerate XML filtering and parsing. These systems
still extract structural information about the format and, like with
optimized JSON parsers, necessarily spend more time than an RFbased search for filtering data. Existing work on fast XML parsing
is again complementary with raw filtering, because these systems
can use raw filtering to filter data efficiently before parsing.
Predicate Ordering. Sparser’s optimizer reorders predicates to optimize overall runtime and is inspired by a long lineage of work on

predicate ordering in database systems. Babu et al. [9] propose a
way to order conjunctive commutative filters to minimize runtime
overhead by adaptively measuring selectivities and considering correlations across filters. The algorithms incur runtime overhead while
filtering when accounting for correlations and explores the tradeoffs
among ordering quality, decreased overhead, and algorithm convergence. Raw filtering instead uses a new SIMD-enabled optimizer to
find an optimal depth-D ordering based on sampled selectivity estimates while always considering filter correlations, and also supports
disjunctions of predicates. Scheufele et al. [51] propose an algorithm
for optimal selection and join orderings but only consider the cost
of individual predicates. Ma et al. [38] similarly order predicates
using only their individual costs and selectivities, while Sparser
considers correlations among the predicates. Vectorwise [50] uses
micro-adaptivitiy to dynamically tune query plans: Sparser uses
a similar resampling-based approach to tune its cascade dynamically in order to avoid a computationally expensive parse. Lastly,
Sparser’s approach of combining multiple RFs into an RF cascade
is inspired by previous work in computer vision, most notably the
Viola-Jones object detector [61]. In Viola-Jones, a cascade is a
single sequence of increasingly accurate but increasingly expensive
classifiers; if any classifier is confident about the output, the cascade
short-circuits evaluation, improving execution speed. In Sparser, an
RF cascade is a binary tree, and the ordering of RFs in the tree is
determined by their execution costs and joint passthrough rates.
Fast Substring Search. String and signature search algorithms are
commonly used in network and security applications such as intrusion detection. DFC [21] is a recent algorithm for accelerating
multi-pattern string search using small, cache-friendly data structures. Other work [53] accelerates multi-pattern string search using
vector instructions or other optimizations [43, 59]. These signature
search algorithms, however, are primarily designed for settings with
thousands of signatures, while Sparser focuses on quickly rejecting
records that do not match a small number of filters, allowing it to
work effectively with a sequence of simple tests. Sparser also uses
an optimizer to choose an RF cascade based on the input data.

9.

CONCLUSION

We presented raw filtering, a technique that accelerates one of
the most expensive steps in data analytics applications—parsing unstructured or semi-structured data—by rejecting records that do not
match a query without parsing them. We implement raw filtering in
Sparser, which has two key components: a set of fast, SIMD-based
raw filter (RF) operators, and an optimizer to efficiently select an RF
cascade at runtime. Sparser accelerates existing high-performance
parsers for semi-structured formats by 22× and provides up to an
order-of-magnitude speedup on real-world analytics tasks, including
Spark analytics queries and log mining.
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